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in december last year, we took experiential learning a step further 
by immersing a small group of students in rural india to experience 
for themselves the daily challenges faced by medical workers in a 
community hospital there. the idea was for the students to explore 
opportunities and come up with frugal engineering solutions to 
some of the problems faced by the medical workers there. this 
is the fi rst time we have embarked on such a fi eld trip and the 
students are now back on campus, working on developing their 
ideas and solutions in the lab.  we hope that this does not only 
allow them to see the applicability of what they have learnt, but 
also exposes them to the joy of social entrepreneurship in which 
engineers have much to offer.

we received close to $26 million in new research grants last year. 
this is a fairly healthy level of research funding necessary to sustain 
the level of research productivity and excellence in the department. 
a number of our faculty colleagues and students have done well in 
their research and have been recognised with prestigious awards 
and fellowships. these and selected examples of ongoing research 
in the department are highlighted in this issue of e.connect.

last year, a group of very dedicated alumni formed our own 
ece alumni committee. led by mr melvin low (beng’86), the 
committee sponsored and organised the fi rst alumni reception on 
24 february 2012 at the Shaw foundation alumni house. it was 
a very successful event which brought many ece alumni back to 
campus for an evening of interaction with their former professors.  
the department will hold its annual alumni family day in august 
this year. i look forward to seeing many of our alumni and their 
families back on campus on that day. in addition, we will be 
organizing this year’s graduation night in July. i hope many of our 
students graduating this year will come and join in the fun with their 
parents and professors.

we received close to 
$26 million in new research 

grants last year. this is a fairly 
healthy level of research funding 
needed to sustain research 

productivity and excellence 
in the department.
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aN aRM SySteM-oN-chip appRoach 
to teachiNg MicRopRoceSSoRS iN  
a SecoNd-yeaR coRe Module
the ece department introduced several new core modules for second-year beng 
(electrical engineering) students in 2011/12. amongst them is ee2024 programming 
for computer interfaces, which aims to give a contemporary twist to the teaching of 
microprocessor systems at the department. 

for many years, students have studied microprocessor 
systems based on intel x86, which adopts the complex 
instruction Set computer model. presently, the electronics 
industry is increasingly moving towards powerful, low-cost 
and energy-efficient system-on-chip (Soc) designs that 
integrate the microprocessor core together with useful 
peripherals such as analogue-to-digital converters and 
communications and networking controllers in a single chip. 
many Soc platforms incorporate the advanced reduced 
instruction Set computer (riSc) machines (arm) core, which 
adopts the riSc model. arm-based Socs are the “brains” 
behind many high-volume communications and computer 
products today such as smartphones and tablets like the 
apple iphone and ipad. even microsoft windows, which 
traditionally executes only on intel x86-based microprocessors 
in personal computers, will be able to run on arm processors 
in windows 8, to be released this year.

the new ee2024 module is more than just about replacing 
the intel x86 microprocessor with an arm-based Soc. 
Students develop both assembly language and c programs 
and are able to see the trade-offs between them. after that, 
they connect the Soc with devices like sensors and actuators 
using industry-standard interfacing protocols. in addition, a 
system design methodology based on the unified modeling 
language (uml) is introduced. 

in lectures and tutorials, students study topics like the 
arm instruction set, interrupt system, low-level c library 
functions and the inter-integrated circuit, Serial peripheral 
interface and universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter 
interfacing protocols. ee2024 has two projects. the 
first uses arm assembly language to create an efficient 
computational component embedded within a c program. 
the second uses the uml design methodology to design a 
real-world application such as a smart home climate-control 
system, before students convert their designs into reality by 
developing fully functioning embedded system applications.

preparations for ee2024 began about eight months before 
the start of semester 1 of academic year 2011/12. the nXp 
lpc1769 Soc with an arm cortex-m3 core was selected as 
the development platform. teaching assistants do thi thu 
trang and lucas tschuor were recruited to work with the 
module lecturer, assoc prof tham chen khong, to develop 

both the course materials and the detailed specifications of 
the projects. ten ece graduate students saw the exciting 
possibilities of arm-based Soc systems and came forward 
to master the brand new platform and serve as graduate 
assistants to supervise the pioneering batch of 168 ee2024 
students in their projects.

the response to the inaugural offering of ee2024 has been 
very positive. lee Jun hui, an ee2 student who took the 
module, says: “ee2024 is definitely one of the most interesting 
modules! at the end of the course, i had gained a sense of 
respect for the arm system and the intricate functions it is 
able to perform. while the projects may be tough initially, 
eventually, one gets the hang of it and cannot stop writing 
new features! it is really a great hands-on module that teaches 
practical concepts”. 

another ee2 student, Nguyen anh tuan, echoes this 
sentiment: “the ece department has taken the bold step 
of replacing conventional intel chips with arm, and got us 
working mostly with the c language, which was just amazing. 
i have to say it is really a state-of-the-art module!”

ee2024 is offered to second-year beng (electrical engineering) 
students twice a year in each semester. it gives students an 
excellent head-start to developing their ece skills, which will 
be further developed with more complex problem-solving 
tasks in their senior years of study.

(l-r) graduate assistant Sreejaya viswanathan, ee2 students andrew tan 
Jian hong and lee Jun hui holding the nXp lpcXpresso board used in 
the ee2024 projects, module lecturer assoc prof tham chen khong, and 
teaching assistants lucas tschuor and do thi thu trang. andrew and Jun 
hui added special features to their smart home climate-control system to 
display the state of the home in animated graphics.
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in december 2011, 11 students worked with walawalkar 
hospital in dervan (some 250 kilometres from mumbai), 
india, for three weeks. working with doctors, community 
healthcare providers and villagers there, students learnt 
about the problems faced by the community, and 
participated in a health awareness and nutrition screening 
programme for children in the local school. as part of the 
experience, they accompanied the hospital’s community 
health teams to villages to conduct health screening. a 
concern for the doctors in the area is the high incidence of 
oral cancer, and there is great urgency to design simple, 
yet effective, screening devices to detect the disease as 
early as possible. the students observed that the doctors 
and healthcare teams often performed their duties in 
poor lighting conditions with basic equipment, yet they 
strive to provide the best service for the needy. these 
heartwarming and inspiring experiences gave our students 
a renewed determination to continue their participation in 
the hospital’s projects.

assoc prof loh ai poh conveyed that this programme was 
motivated by the need to reinforce the department’s spirit of 
critical thinking and problem solving in the context of real-life 
situations. an effective way to inspire and strengthen these 
skills is to immerse our students in actual situations where 
affordable engineering solutions that they have developed 
can improve the lives of community dwellers. the goals 
are to identify needs and to propose solutions that can be 
prototyped in our labs. these innovations will be customised 
and eventually brought to dervan communities.  

it was not all work and no play in india for these 
students. they spent a weekend enjoying the sights in 
goa, a beautiful, historical, coastal city south of dervan, 
and, in mumbai, they visited the gateway of india.

kudos go to the 11 students who, since returning to nuS, 
have successfully raised funds for the hospital in dervan.

the department has launched a new module entitled “exploring frugal engineering”. 
this optional module aims to provide students the experience of daily challenges in a 
rural community setting and the chance to explore opportunities to develop engineering 
solutions. its focus is on the creation of quality solutions for consumers at the bottom of 
the pyramid. 

ece StReNgtheNS the  
eNgiNeeRiNg SpiRit aS StudeNtS 
take up Real-life challeNgeS

at changi airport on the day of their departure.

having fun in goa. in serious discussion with prof prahlad.

briefing by the hospital staff. 
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dR yaN ShuicheNg  
conferred the National young  
Scientist award 2011
dr yan Shuicheng has been conferred the national young 
Scientist award 2011 by the Singapore national academy of 
Science for his research on computer vision, multimedia and 
machine learning.

the award was presented at the president’s Science 
and technology awards ceremony held on 8 november 
2011. awardees were young researchers, aged 35 
and below, who have been actively engaged in r&d in 
Singapore and have shown potential to become world-
class researchers in their fields of expertise. the award 
comprised a trophy, certificate and S$10,000 cash.

aSSoc pRof hoNg MiNghui 
elected fellow of oSa and Spie
assoc prof hong minghui was elected fellow of the 
optical Society of america (oSa) in october 2011 for his 
outstanding contributions to laser interactions with 
materials. in december 2011, assoc prof hong was also 
elected fellow of the international Society for optics and 
photonics (Spie) for his outstanding contributions to laser 
microprocessing and nanoengineering. 

assoc prof hong specialises in laser microprocessing, 
nanofabrication and optical engineering and its applications. 
he has co-authored 10 book chapters, and over 250 
scientific papers in nature, chemical reviews, nature 
communications, etc. he has 24 patents and has delivered 
over 30 plenary/keynote/invited talks in international 
conferences. he has served as chair/member of organising 
committees for numerous international conferences, on top 
of being a reviewer, editor and associate editor in various 
publications. assoc prof hong has held appointments as the 
Simon industrial and professional fellow of the university of 
manchester in the uk, guest professor of the university of 
Science & technology of china, guest professor of Xiamen 
university of china and visiting professor of the institute of 
optoelectronics, chinese academy of Sciences. 

pRof Xu JiaNXiN  
elected fellow of ieee
prof Xu Jianxin was elected fellow of the institute  
of electrical and electronics engineers, inc (ieee), on  
29 november 2011 for his contributions to motion  
control systems. 

prof Xu has produced about 400 peer-reviewed journal 
and conference papers, two monographs and three edited 
books. he has supervised/co-supervised 21 phd and 
20 master students as well as 11 research staff including 
postdoctoral fellows and research fellows. prof Xu’s current 
research projects are in the areas of hard disc modelling 
and control, uav formation and coordination, and biometric 
locomotion and control. 

pRof diM-lee kwoNg  
awarded the 2011 ieee  
frederik philips award
this prestigious award recognises prof dim-lee kwong 
for his leadership in silicon technology and excellence in 
the management of microelectronics r&d. the award was 
presented at the 2011 ieee international electron devices 
meeting in washington, dc, uSa, on 6 december 2011.

prof kwong is currently full professor in the department, 
ieee fellow, and executive director of Singapore’s 
institute of microelectronics (ime). 

prof kwong has co-authored more than 1,000 research 
papers, supervised 55 phd students and holds over 25 
uS patents. prior to joining nuS and ime, prof kwong was 
the earl n. and margaret bransfield endowed professor at 
the university of texas, austin. 

dr yan Shuicheng assoc prof hong minghui prof Xu Jianxin prof dim-lee kwong

ece faculty Receive MaJoR 
ReSeaRch awaRdS / RecogNitioNS
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assoc prof mehul Motani 
was the recipient of the 
innovative teaching award. 
his teaching and learning 
philosophy is grounded 
in the idea that students 
learn best in an interactive 
environment, where they can 
get instantaneous feedback 
from teachers. to that end, 
he has designed and built 
an innovative, real-time, 

teacher–student and student–student interaction system 
(supporting dynamic polling, asking questions and 
disseminating answers) that takes a modern approach to 
creating interaction in the classroom, allowing students to 
use tools they are familiar with (e.g., their mobile phones).

assoc prof dipti Srinivasan 
employs a variety of 
instructional techniques 
to create new learning 
environments and to explore 
the innovative application of 
new methods that will help 
to make the learning process 
more effective and better 
adapted to students’ needs. 
She received the engineering 
educator award in 2010 for 

her outstanding efforts in teaching and has been on 
atea teaching honours lists and commendation lists for 
many years.

ece faculty Receive  
teachiNg awaRdS
Several ece faculty received excellence awards for their extraordinary commitment to teaching. 
these awards recognise teaching excellence in their profession, and serve as testimony to the 
great importance the institution accords to teaching. 

prof lian yong received the 
annual teaching excellence 
award (atea) for his novel 
teaching methods, such 
as the four-in-one teaching 
strategy, which effectively 
enhances learning in a large 
class through the use of 
conceptual learning, adaptive 
teaching, adaptive tutoring 
and experiential learning. he 
previously won the faculty 

of engineering’s innovative teaching award for his 
ingenious teaching methods.  

prof lee tong heng was 
listed on the honour roll for 
atea as well as nominated 
for the engineering educator 
award to honour his 
consistently exceptional 
teaching performance.  
prof lee’s teaching initiatives 
have helped his students 
acquire not only discipline- 
or profession-specific 
knowledge and abilities but 

also ideas, mental capacity, mindsets and habits beyond 
the boundaries of their specific disciplines.

engineering educator honour roll,  
ay 2010/2011, foe, december 2011.

 prof lee tong heng

engineering educator award,  
ay 2010/2011, foe, december 2011.

 assoc prof dipti Srinivasan

honourS liSt,  
ay 2010/2011, foe, december 2011.

 dr heng chun huat 

 dr aaron danner

 dr Mandar chitre

commendation liSt,  
ay 2010/2011, foe, december 2011.

 prof wu yihong   prof lian yong  

 prof wang Qing guo   prof liew ah choy

 assoc prof chim wai kin   assoc prof hong Minghui 

 assoc prof tan kay chen   assoc prof Mansoor  

 assoc prof adekunle  bin abdul Jalil

 adeyeye  dr Moorthi S/o palaniapan

 assoc prof Xiang cheng  dr lee Sungjoo

a)  honourS liSt, ay 2010/2011, foe, december 2011. 
b) innovative teaching award, ay 2010/2011,  
 foe, december 2011.

 assoc prof Mehul Motani

educatoR & iNNovative teachiNg awaRdS
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faculty appoiNtMeNtS
we welcome the following new members into our ece family.

 dr tSaNg mankei joined the ece department on 31 august 2011 as assistant professor and national 
research foundation fellow, with a joint appointment at the department of physics. dr tsang received  
bS degrees in electrical engineering and physics from the university of california, los angeles in 2002 and 
his mS and phd degrees from the california institute of technology in 2004 and 2006, respectively. he held 
postdoctoral fellowships at the massachusetts institute of technology and the university of new mexico before 
he moved to Singapore. his research interests include quantum measurement and control theory, quantum 
optics, nonlinear optics and nano-optics. 

 dr goh cher hiang joined the ece department on 1 august 2011 as adjunct professor. he is a distinguished 
member of technical Staff at the national dSo laboratories. dr goh obtained his phd in 1993 from ruhr-universitat 
bochum, germany. his areas of research interests are in satellite systems development, project leadership and 
management, unmanned systems development, guidance and control, guided systems technologies evaluation, 
aided inertial navigation, flight control design and analysis, robust digital control design and implementation, flexible 
structure robust control and servo-controlled systems.

 dr luo Sha joined the ece department on 13 September 2011 as lecturer. She obtained her phd in 2011 from 
nanyang technological university (ntu), Singapore, and was project officer in ntu, where she was involved in 
the design of cmoS-based millimetre-wave passive components and the design of vcos using high Q inductors. 
from 2006 to 2007, she was an r&d engineer at ntu’s Satellite engineering centre, where she was involved 
in the design of the matching networks to integrate devices in the rf receiver, the investigation of the required 
power and specifications, and the measurement of the performance of the rf receiver. 

 dr SuN Sumei joined the ece department on 18 July 2011 as adjunct associate professor. She is head of 
the modulation and coding department at the institute for infocomm research (i2r), a*Star. dr Sun obtained 
her phd in 2007 from nuS. her research interests are in the areas of channel coding and network coding, and 
their application in digital communication systems, joint source–channel–network coding, optical transceiver 
techniques for wireless communication systems, cooperative transmission and interference management, and 
energy-efficient resource optimisation in wireless communication systems.

 dr JuliuS ming-lin tSai joined the ece department on 18 July 2011 as adjunct assistant professor. he 
is currently principal investigator of the Sensors and actuators microsystems programme at the institute of 
microelectronics, Singapore, which focuses on research in rfmemS, exploiting ain for resonators, filters, tunable 
capacitors, nemS switches, miniaturised ultrasound transducers, miniaturised medical devices and rugged 
sensors for oil and gas exploration. dr tsai obtained his phd in 2004 from the national tsing hua university, 
taiwan. his research interests are rfmemS devices design, fabrication, characterisation, design, modelling, 
fabrication, testing of optical/cmoS memS devices, integrated analogue circuits, capacitive sensing circuits,  
rf device characterisation, measurement, circuit design and microsystem modelling.

teachiNg aSSiStaNtS
 mr chriStopher moy Shin lee laN choNg assumed duty as teaching assistant on 8 September 2011.
 mr Sangit SaSidhaR assumed duty as teaching assistant on 11 January 2012.
 mr loke yuan ren assumed duty as teaching assistant on 20 february 2012.

SpecialiSt aSSociateS (eMeRgeNcy ReSpoNSe teaM)
 mr hoe yeow liang on 25 July 2011   mr kyaw kyaw oo on 2 September 2011
 mr htike auNg on 24 october 2011   mr lee weng fook, david on 1 march 2012

adMiNiStRative appoiNtMeNtS
 mS taN mui ching, olivia was appointed executive on 1 march 2012.  She handles the research 

administration portfolio in the ece department.

 mS taNg lee fa, liSa joined the ece department as management assistant officer on 2 november 2011.

adMiNiStRative pRoMotioNS (from 1 January 2012)
 mS oNg poh gek, Jade – manager  mS chua wei nee, winnie – assistant manager
 mS Ng guat ping, diana – management assistant 

officer (grade 2)
 mS SiM mong choon – management assistant 

officer (grade 4)
 mr taN beng hwee – lab technologist (grade 3)  mr teo Seow miang – lab technologist (grade 3)

New appoiNtMeNtS aNd pRoMotioNS
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dR Zhao Qi

Q Tell us about yourself.

a i was born and raised in 
hangzhou, china, and 

obtained my beng (computer 
Science) from Zhejiang 
university in 2004. i received 
my mSc and phd degrees 
(computer engineering) from 
the university of california, 
Santa cruz, in 2007 and 
2009, respectively. at Santa 
cruz, i started my career as a 

researcher on computer vision and machine learning. i 
also worked as an intern at microsoft research, redmond 
and google research, new york, developing artificial 
visual systems for real-world applications. 
upon graduation, i worked as postdoctoral fellow in 
computation & neural Systems at the california institute 
of technology. i developed an interest in the biological 
principles underlying vision during my phd study. the thirst 
for knowledge enabled me to work efficiently with key 
industry personalities such as caltech’s dr christof koch, 
a leading scientist in biological vision and consciousness, 
as well as other high-calibre researchers in interdisciplinary 
fields encompassing brain science, computing and 
engineering, in the exploration of vision. 

Q Why did you choose Singapore and NUS/ECE?
 

a i returned to asia in the summer of 2011 and joined the 
department as assistant professor. the university is an 

internationally acclaimed institute, with strengths in a wide 
range of disciplines, including engineering, computing, life 
science and medicine. the interdisciplinary resources are 
essential and important elements for my research. having 
enjoyed the mixture of western and eastern cultures and 
cuisine, i feel at home here in Singapore and at nuS/ece. 

Q What are your research interests?
 

a my interests centre on integrating theories and 
tools from various fields, including visual cognition, 

computer vision, machine learning and computational 
neuroscience, to develop neuroscience-inspired artificial 
visual systems. i use these approaches to inspire 
interesting experimental designs for psychophysical and 
neurophysiological study of the biological visual systems 
and to gain insights into visual and cognitive disorders.

Q How is your one-year university experience 
different from your overseas experience?

a compared with the uSa, where universities/research 
institutes are relatively sparsely distributed, the 

proximity of different institutes here, along with the vibrant 
and collaborative research environment supported by 
national/university policies and international interactions, 
makes nuS a great hub for interdisciplinary and collaborative 
research. 

Q What are your plans in Singapore? 

a with the support from the university and the 
department, as well as the available resources and 

willingness of faculty members to collaborate, i envision 
that our joint efforts will lead to greater impact and 
international visibility.

pRof liM teNg JooN

Q Tell us about yourself.

a i grew up in Singapore, 
was educated at raffles 

inst i tut ion, raff les Junior 
college and obtained my beng 
(electrical engineering) from 
nuS in 1992. after three 
months as a journalist with 
the Straits times, i accepted a 
cambridge commonwealth trust 
scholarship to study for a phd at 
the university of cambridge. 

in September 1995, i returned to Singapore to work as 
a member of the technical staff at the centre for wireless 
communications (now i2r). in december 2000, i took up 
a faculty position at the ece department of the university 
of toronto, where i remained for 10½ years. in late may 
2011, i returned to Singapore and nuS. 

Q How would you compare the Department during 
the time you were a student and now?

a i was with the department from 1989 to 1992, in 
a class of about 160. during my time, there were 

l imited elective courses, so students took common 
courses until the final year. as a result, there was much 
comradeship, with lasting friendships made. lecturers 
used transparencies and overhead projectors, as laptops 
were not widely available. my personal preference is 
sti l l the tried and tested writing and speaking style of 
teaching, as compared to powerpoint slides. the faculty 
has physically expanded significantly, with new buildings 
such as engineering annex and t-labs. the core buildings 
e1 through e5 have remained unchanged and never fail to 
bring back fond memories of my student days. 

Q What is your view on the research scene in 
Singapore today?

a in my research community of communication and 
information theory, Singapore has an impressive depth 

and breadth of expertise, both within our borders and 
around the world. there is no doubt in my mind that this 
strength must be supported financially and encouraged 
institutionally for reasons both lofty (cardinal newman 
in the idea of a university, 1852, said, “a university 
training aims at raising the intellectual tone of society”) 
and grounded. while immediate economic benefits may 
be elusive in such projects, the advanced training that 
students and other research personnel will receive adds 
knowledge and hence value to Singaporean society. 
further, it wil l improve the chances of finding the 
“disruptive” breakthrough that funding agencies are ever 
eager to claim. i consider the opportunities for collaboration 
with the many excellent researchers in Singapore a 
key selling point for me and others who are thinking of 
relocating to Singapore. concerted efforts should also be 
made to attract the best young minds to nuS for graduate 
studies to support the researchers based permanently here. 

Q What would you wish to see in the coming year  
and beyond?  

a my wish is for our department, faculty and university to 
fly ever higher, not by chasing after rankings and other 

statistics but by doing that which we all collectively know 
is right and which we all individually can achieve – instil 
into our students excitement for the pursuit of knowledge, 
innovate in our own fields of expertise at a global level, and 
nurture and respect each and every student and colleague. 
only then will success be achieved.

New appoiNtMeNtS: iNteRviewS with...
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ece paRticipatioN  
at the aviatioN opeN houSe 2011

“held in a special year when Singapore is celebrating 
100 years of aviation, aoh 2011 aims to ignite young 
Singaporeans’ passion for aviation. it will give them a 
comprehensive panorama of the many exciting and 
rewarding opportunities provided by the aviation industry, 
and allow them to experience the buzz of aviation. 
with its manpower demands set to increase further, 
encouraging young Singaporeans to join the industry is 
essential to develop and sustain the talent and human 
resource pool for the industry’s further growth”, said  
mr yap ong heng, director-general of the civil aviation 
authority of Singapore (caaS).

in line with ece’s vision of reaching out to the general public 
and students to interest them in engineering, the department 
participated in the aviation open house 2011. the ece 
booth showcased two unmanned aerial vehicles (uavs) and 
an exhibit on human vision research and development. 

the award-winning ece-uav team has been working on 
various research projects related to defence technologies 
since 2003. the group focuses mainly on developing 
unmanned rotorcraft systems and other vertical-take-off-
and-landing vehicles, and exploring the potential of the 
next-generation intelligent uavs in various applications. 
the exhibits were well received by visitors and featured 
the current technology and state-of-the-art algorithms for 
real-time flight control in both indoor and outdoor terrains, 
which are largely relevant to the defence industry. 

another attraction at the ece booth was the eye-
tracking system developed by dr yen Shih-cheng. 
this system makes use of eye movements to control 
an on-screen cursor so that users can interact with 
a computer simply with their eye movements. this is 

applicable to the aviation industry, as it will allow fighter 
pilots to control their weapons’ targeting systems 
with their eyes. this way, they can aim and shoot their 
targets just by looking at them. the system garnered 
great interest from the crowd, and many of the young 
visitors were fascinated by the exhibits.

according to caaS, over 11,000 visitors attended the 
event. there was positive feedback from many, who found 
the event useful to them and felt that it showcased the 
vibrancy of the sector. the visitors also anticipated that, 
in the long run, this will translate into students making 
aviation their educational and career path.  

as the ece outreach team continues its efforts to reach 
out and cultivate students’ interest in engineering from a 
young age, the department looks forward to participating 
in more of these exciting roadshows and events.

the aviation open house (aoh) 2011, held on 3–5 november 2011, showcased the 
multifaceted aviation industry and presented career, education and training opportunities 
available in this sector. 

eye-tracking system developed by dr yen Shih-cheng.
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ece teaM paRticipatiNg iN  
the uavfoRge coMpetitioN

an nuS ece team consisting of postgraduate 
students and research scientists, supervised 
by prof ben m chen and prof lee tong 
heng, is participating in the ongoing 2012 
uavforge challenge organised by the defense 
advanced research projects agency of the 
united States. the nuS team consists of two 
supervising professors, six research scientists 
and seven postgraduate students, all from the 
ece department. 

the ongoing competition, which started in october 2011, 
involves a self-designed aircraft that has to complete 
a series of tasks. these include take-off and landing, 
manoeuvring around obstacles, landing on a building’s 
rooftop, long-duration surveillance and target tracking. in 
order to compete in the challenge amongst competitors 
from around the world, the team has specially 
designed and constructed a rotary aircraft code-named 
gremlion to perform the given tasks.

gremlion is a unique unmanned coaxial rotorcraft 
constructed based on a sophisticated mechanical design. 
it features a robust and efficient flight behaviour and an 
optimised structure. it can also retract its blades when not 
in flight, reducing its dimensions to the size of a backpack.

during the current phase of the competition (milestone 
2), the ece team has achieved a rating of 3.148 out of 5, 
positioning them first amongst all participating teams. the 
closest competitor, rated at 2.944, is a team from anna 
university, india. the upcoming third milestone of the 
competition, which requires a live video demonstration, 
commenced in late february 2012. upon completing 

milestone 3, the top 10 teams will be selected and 
awarded a trip to fort Stewart, united States, in may for 
a live demonstration and to complete a series of tasks. 

for more information, please visit www.uavforge.net or 
http://uav.ece.nus.edu.sg. 

tasks to be performed and graded in the uavforge challenge.

gremlion in flight.

the nuS unmanned aerial vehicle research team. 
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nancy (figure 1, left), capable of engaging in friendly, 
social interaction, is designed to traverse the home 
environment fashionably and safely while delivering 
assistance to people who need special care, such as 
the elderly. derived from nancy, adam (figure 1, right) 
has the potential to transform the way hospitality service 
providers operate today. it has the ability to amaze 
guests and energise hotel receptions, ceremonies and 
other special events as well as to provide information 
intuitively through multiple interactive channels. from 
another perspective, it is also a powerful marketing tool 
that will bring hotel services to the next level.  

nancy and adam were developed in the Social 
robotics laboratory (Srl), interactive digital media 
institute (idmi) at nuS, which is a research laboratory 
focused on developing socially competent, personal, 
health-care and edutainment robotics for scientif ic, 
social and economical purposes through the synergies 
between arts, engineering, medicine and sciences (lab 
website: http://robotics.nus.edu.sg/, email: samge@nus.edu.
sg). a research team composed of three professors 
(prof ge Shuzhi Sam, prof hang chang chieh and 
prof george bishop), two associate professors, three 
assistant professors, fourteen research fellows, eleven 
research engineers and ten phd students from ece, me, 
idmi, department of psychology and other institutes 
and universities, dedicated their skills and expertise to 
conceiving and realising the concept of social robots.

both nancy and adam display good overall reconciliation 
of functionality, intelligence, flexibility and safety. the 
embedded advanced artificial intelligence (ai) and adaptive 
control systems allow them to make informed decisions, to 
act in a natural way and, more importantly, to adapt to  

a changing environment. nancy is currently able to perform 
fundamental, functional and specific social tasks such 
as tapping, handshaking, hugging and storytelling, while 
adam is capable of welcoming, entertaining and instructing 
guests (figure 2). during a recent demonstration, many lab 
visitors experienced pleasant and enjoyable interactions 
with nancy and adam.

Meet NaNcy aNd adaM  
- Social RobotS foR caRe  
aNd SeRvice

figure 1: Social robots: nancy (left) and adam (right).

figure 2: mr yanan li, an ngS phd student, interacting with nancy (top) and 
miss Quek fon ping nuraisha, an ece fyp student, communicating with 
adam (bottom).

Social robotics development today has advanced to a stage where it is technically feasible to 
provide robotics-based health-care assistance and hospitality services for the emerging demands 
of homes, hotels and many other industries.
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eXploitiNg SMaRt aNteNNaS iN cogNitive Radio NetwoRkS: 

SpectRuM SeNSiNg  
aNd cogNitive tRaNSMiSSioN

the key challenge in designing such networks is maximising 
the throughput of Sus’ opportunistic transmissions, while 
concurrently minimising the interference to coexisting 
primary users (pus). dr Zhang rui, one of the pioneers 
in identifying this problem, proposed the use of smart 
antennas as a solution. recently, he was awarded the 6th 
ieee communications Society asia pacific best young 
researcher award for his work.  

with the emergence of diverse wireless services and 
applications, the currently deployed spectrum has 
experienced increasing congestion. hence, accommodating 
new wireless systems within the limited spectrum poses 
a huge challenge. according to a report published by the 
federal communication commission of the united States, 
most of the allocated spectrum today is, however, under-
utilised. this indicates that perhaps it is the inefficient and 
inflexible allocation, rather than the physical shortage of the 
spectrum, that causes this scarcity.

cognitive radio, the new promising technology that 
addresses this problem, has drawn great research 
interest over the years. in a crn, Sus are allowed 
to access the spectrum that is originally allocated to 
pus when the spectrum is not used by any pu. this 
secondary spectrum usage method is called dynamic 
spectrum access, or dSa (see figure 1). in this way, the 
spectrum utilisation efficiency can be greatly improved. 
however, to precisely detect a vacant spectrum, or 
the so-called “spectrum hole”, is not an easy task, and 
sophisticated designs are needed. alternatively, a crn 
can be designed to allow simultaneous transmissions of 
the pu and the Su to achieve better spectrum efficiency 
than that of dSa, provided that interference from the 
Su does not degrade the quality of service of any active 
pu to an unacceptable level. this transmission strategy 
is known as spectrum sharing (see figure 2). however, 
the main challenge here is how to effectively avoid the 
interference to active pus.

dr Zhang rui, together with his research collaborators dr 
liang ying chang (i2r, Singapore), dr Zeng yong hong 
(i2r, Singapore) and prof lim teng Joon (ece, nuS), 
has developed innovative solutions to the key design 
problems in crns by exploiting the celebrated smart 
antenna technology. for dSa-based crns, the team has 
invented a new, multi-antenna, blind spectrum sensing 
method, whereby the Su is able to detect a vacant 
spectrum accurately over a very short period of time but 
without the need for any information on the pu’s signal 

format or its propagation channel. another innovative 
cognitive beamforming method has been developed 
for spectrum sharing based crns by embedding the 
traditional antenna beamforming’s new capabilities of 
environmental learning and cognitive adaptation. with 
this method, a multi-antenna Su transmitter is able to 
efficiently learn the signal space that the pu resides in 
and thereby beams its own transmission into a space 
orthogonal to that of the pu, thus achieving optimal 
cognitive transmission with minimum interference to 
active pus. Substantial research and development 
activities have been driven by these new technologies 
towards implementing next-generation cognitive radio-
oriented wireless communication systems.

in recent years, cognitive radio networks (crns), through which the so-called secondary 
users (Sus) or cognitive radios communicate over certain bandwidth originally allocated to a 
primary network, have drawn great research interest in the wireless communication industry. 

figure 1: dSa for cognitive radio.

figure 2: Spectrum sharing based crn. 

pu

pu Su

Su
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the optical tRactoR beaM

the tractor beam, inspired by Star trek, can pull 
“suitable” objects towards the light source and tow 
such objects along the light trajectory. the aim of this 
project is to develop the science and technology of 
constructing such beams and to discover the relationship 
between beam types and corresponding objects that can 
be towed/pulled, although the original idea comes from 
pseudoscientific media.

the findings demonstrate that the pulling effect by 
a tractor light is feasible by manipulating the most 
fundamental mechanisms of light–matter interaction 
and laser beam physics. the importance of the 
development of this new science is self-evident, 
and this discovery can lead to revolutionary, 
next-generation optic platforms, especially in 
the commercialisation of novel devices for optical 
engineering and cell manipulation applications.

in particular, existing technologies find it very difficult,  
if not impossible, to automatically “sort out” or 
“stretch” different types of molecules to examine and 
sort out infected molecules (e.g. in malaria infection), 
as shown in figure 1(c, d). in contrast, this optical 
traction technology can pull only suitable particles 
towards the light source, while pushing others away,  
as shown in figure 2.

this finding has been published in the premier physics 
journal Physical Review Letters.

figure 1: (a, b) the 
conventional optical tweezers. 
(c, d)  the typical application 
of the tweezers in testing the 
sustainability of red blood cells 
under stretching. (e) a tractor 
beam: a scientific fantasy or an 
unknown challenge? 

dr Qiu cheng wei and his team have proposed a technology that will use a single optical 
beam to drive molecules backwards, towards a light source. this technology has never 
been imagined or realised since the invention of the traditional “optical tweezers” or 
“optical motor”. this beam will move suitable molecules and nanoparticles towards the 
light source. this means that sci-fi Star Trek has had it right all this while, and the “beam 
me up” concept may be plausible. 

figure 2: (a) the light beam pulls a particle towards the beam source 
(it will keep dragging if the light keeps shining). (b) light conventionally 
pushes the particle away from the beam source. on the right, the non-
diffraction bessel beam wave vectors lying on the cone are sketched, 
as per the non-paraxial bessel beam (k and the propagation axis are 
not along the same direction, i.e. a large angle α in between). (a) and 
(b) show the cross sections of the intensity of such a beam propagating 
along the beam axis (z-axis).

(a) (b)
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the impact of indoor air pollution has been identified to be greater than that of outdoor air pollution for a typical industrialised 
country such as Singapore. this can be explained by the fact that, nowadays, people spend 70–90% of their time indoors, 
whether at work, home or even in a vehicle. furthermore, good insulation of modern buildings reduces natural ventilation. all 
these factors lead to an incremental sick building syndrome and building-related illness symptoms. 

the causes of indoor air pollution have been widely identified. according to the uS environmental protection agency, 
amongst the most dangerous sources of indoor air pollution are volatile organic compounds, whose presence is usually 
quantified at a trace concentration at the ppm level. in spite of their low concentrations, volatile organic compounds are 
known to cause detrimental health effects to an individual’s respiratory, cardiovascular and reproductive systems. 

this project aims to develop a hybrid organic–inorganic membrane, equipped with complementary filtering and 
disinfectant capabilities that will monitor and assess indoor air quality. this membrane system offers building occupants 
the needed assurance of on-site and dynamic response to airborne pollution and hazards. this project aims to achieve 
air monitoring and quality assurance for buildings in the short term. its long-term goal includes extending its benefits to 
other key membrane technology sectors (such as the military) and upcoming markets for energy technologies, since the 
global market for membrane industry evolves with changing living standards, infrastructure and commodity prices.

SMaRt active NaNopoReS MeMbRaNeS: 

iNtegRated catalytic 
diSiNfectaNt aNd SeNSoR  
foR aiR pollutioN

a green mark building is not only about water and energy efficiency but 
also about indoor air quality. dr ho ghim wei is amongst four recipients 
of the national research foundation’s proof-of-concept research grant 
(6th call). her team aims to develop a smart, multifunction membrane for 
a low-cost system to improve indoor air quality.

figure 1: (a) the schematic diagram of the membrane. (b) top and cross-section views of the hybrid organic–inorganic membrane with enhanced disinfectant 
and detection capabilities.

(a) (b)
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aN iNteRview with tao yi JuN 

wushu and engineering do mix, as ece 
alumna tao yi Jun will tell you. a member 
of the Singapore national wushu team, 
this former student of chiJ St nicholas 
girls’ School has represented Singapore in 
numerous competitions, including the 24th 
Sea games in thailand and the 26th Sea 
games in indonesia. e.connect catches 
up with this martial arts exponent.

Q Why did you want to take up Electrical 
Engineering?

a i have always been good at numbers and, after 
my first year at nuS, i realised that i liked electrical 

engineering the most.

Q What thoughts could you draw from Electrical 
Engineering that could be applied to wushu?

a electrical engineering has taught me problem-solving 
skills and to look at a problem objectively and come 

up with the best solution to solve it. it has helped me to 
assess my strengths and weaknesses such that i can 
improve my skills faster.

Q How did you become interested in wushu? 

a i developed an interest in wushu at a young age, 
when i started watching Jet li action movies and 

reading dragon ball comics. i admired the beauty and 
agility of their moves. when i first took up wushu in 
secondary school, it was not a recognised cca in my 
school so i had to juggle studies, wushu and my other 
cca (gymnastics).

Q What’s the most enriching thing about pursuing 
wushu?

a being able to represent Singapore at international 
competitions and getting to know friends from 

different countries.

Q Is your family also interested in the art?
 

a my mother practises taijiquan for health and fitness. 
my father and elder brother are not really interested 

in chinese martial arts. my father is a businessman, and 
my mother works in the it industry. my brother recently 
obtained his phd in engineering from nuS.

Q What was your reaction when you got your first 
Gold in Taijiquan?

a i got my first gold at the 6th beijing international 
invitational wushu tournament in 2005. i also got a 

bronze for taijijian (sword). it was an assurance for me, 
but it was unexpected, as anything can happen on the 
competition ground.

Q What was your reaction when you got your second 
SEA Games Gold in the Women’s Duilian event?

a i was thrilled and relieved at the same time. i was 
thrilled as our team managed to beat the other teams 

against all odds and our hard work had paid off. i was also 
very relieved, as we managed to clinch the last 26th Sea 
games gold medal for Singapore and wushu.

Q How did you balance wushu and studies, and how 
do you balance wushu and your career now?

a i guess i am very fortunate because my professors in 
nuS were very understanding and supportive of me 

being a national wushu athlete. they allowed me to take 
control of my time and were very understanding when i 
had to go overseas for training or competitions.

currently, i am teaching physics at maris Stella high 
School (Secondary). my colleagues are very understanding 
and helpful,as they help to cover my work when i am 
competing overseas. my colleagues and students also 
send me good luck messages when they know that i 
have competitions.

Q What do you hope to do next? 

a i hope to spend more time on my career while 
maintaining my passion for wushu by teaching taiji 

in the future.

tao yi Jun (on the right) with team members at the 26th Sea games
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gRaduate StudeNtS’ achieveMeNtS

tantalum oXide-baSed reSiStive random  
acceSS memory
wu wenjuan, an meng student, received the best 
Student award for her poster presentation at the 11th 
ieee non-volatile memory technology Symposium 2011 
(nvmtS 2011) in Shanghai, china, in november 2011. 

her winning entry, entitled “novel bipolar taox-based 
resistive random access memory”, reported a new 
resistive random access memory (rram) structure 
that comprises a chromium (cr) electrode and an 
aluminum (al) electrode sandwiching a tantalum oxide 
(taox) layer. the memory device works in a bipolar 
switching mode. in previous studies of taox-based 
rram, platinum (pt) was often used as one or both of 
the electrodes. replacing pt with cr and al enables 

easier process integration due to the availabil ity 
of dry etching processes for cr and al, as well as 
better adhesion on common dielectrics. the rram 
devices reported show excellent memory performance 
including small magnitude and tight distribution of 
switching voltages, low switching current, large off/on 
resistance ratio and good retention characteristics at 
high temperatures. 

wenjuan is jointly supervised by dr yeo yee-chia from 
the ece department, and dr Zhao rong and dr Shi 
luping from the data Storage institute.

wu wenjuan (third from right)

Subash kuselan, an meng student, emerged as the 
overall winner of the best Student award at the ece 
department’s graduate Student Symposium in may 
2011. this symposium was launched with the aim of 
enhancing the quality of graduate seminars as well as 
providing a platform for graduate students and faculty to 
share their latest research findings and ideas. over 200 
students participated in this symposium, which spanned 
over seven research areas. as the overall winner, 
Subash receives sponsorship of up to $4,000 from the 
department to attend a conference.

Subash’s research is in the area of underwater ambient 
noise imaging (ani). ani relies on the acoustic 

underwater ambient noiSe imaging

Subash kuselan (on the right)
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illumination produced by natural noise sources to image 
an underwater object of interest. Snapping shrimps are a 
dominant natural source of illumination in tropical waters, 
and their snaps occur randomly. hence, incoherent 
energy detection methods, which require no knowledge 
of the source locations, are usually employed to form 
images of the objects. this approach, although simple, 
only produces images when the anisotropy in ambient 
noise is conducive. Subash’s research describes a 

different approach. Snap detection and localisation 
algorithms are used to estimate the locations of the 
noise sources on the sea bottom and then the sound 
from these sources is used to passively range and form 
images of the objects. he also developed 3d visualisation 
techniques to view underwater objects using snapping 
shrimp noise as the sole source of insonification. 

Subash is supervised by dr mandar chitre.

weighted Sum-rate maXimiSation for multi-uSer 
gauSSian interference channelS
liu liang, a second-year phd student, received the 
best paper award at the 2011 international conference 
on wireless communications and Signal processing 
in nanjing, china, in november 2011. his winning 
paper, entitled ``a new approach to weighted Sum-
rate maximization for the k-user gaussian interference 
channel”, presented a new approach to resolving a 
long-standing open problem in the area of wireless 
communications and networking.

the k-user gaussian interference channel (gic), 
with the interference treated as gaussian noise, is a 
fundamental model in wireless communications, for which 
characterisation of the user’s maximum weighted sum-rate 
(wSr) is a problem of high scientific interest and practical 
value. however, due to the user’s mutual interference, this 
problem is, in general, non-convex and thus difficult to 
solve using conventional optimisation techniques. different 
from prior works, liu’s paper presents a new approach 
to maximising the wSr for the gic based on a novel 
observation that the achievable rate region is a “normal” 
set and the users’ wSr is a “strictly increasing” function 
over the rate region. consequently, the wSr maximisation 
problem is identified for the first time as belonging to 
the class of monotonic optimisation over a normal set 
and thus can be solved globally optimally by an outer 
polyblock approximation algorithm (see figure at top right). 
however, an essential step in this algorithm hinges on 
how to efficiently characterise the intersection point on the 
pareto boundary of the non-convex rate region with any 
prescribed “rate profile” vector. the paper shows that such 
a problem can be transformed into a sequence of signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio feasibility problems, which are 
convex and thus can be solved efficiently. the methodology 
proposed in this paper also has broad applications in solving 
other non-convex utility optimisation problems in multi-user 
communication systems.

liu liang is supervised by dr Zhang rui and prof chua 
kee chaing.

outer polyblock approximation algorithm

liu liang
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intelligent multi-agent SyStem for a Smart grid
thillainathan logenthiran, a phd student, walked 
away with 1st prize at the highly prestigious Siemens 
Smart grid innovation contest in berlin, germany, in 
September 2011 for his entry “multi-agent System for 
operation of a Smart grid”. furthermore, three of his 
four submissions made it to the top 20 in the contest 
out of 463 submissions from various industries, research 
institutes and universities from all over the world. the 
prize comprised a plaque, certificate, eur5,000 in cash 
and a paid trip to berlin to receive the prize. 

in his winning entry, thillainathan proposed an intelligent 
multi-agent system (maS) approach for the operation 
of a smart grid. a smart grid is a vision of future power 
systems. it is made possible by applying sensing, 
measurement and control techniques with two-way 
communication between the electricity production, 
transmission, distribution and consumption components 
of the power grid. two-way communication is necessary 
for system users, operators and automated devices to 
have knowledge of grid conditions in order to respond to 
changes in the grid dynamically. the current approach of 
using a central supervisory control and data acquisition 
(Scada) system and several smaller distributed Scada 
systems is no longer sufficient for large, complex, smart 
grid operations. an approach that provides adaptable 
local control and intelligent decision making is required. 
this intelligent maS is a promising technology for 

implementing such a system because it provides a 
common communication interface for all elements and 
has the potential to provide autonomous intelligent 
control actions in a distributed manner. intelligent 
maS provides the platform for modelling autonomous 
decision-making entities in a decentralised fashion 
and can be applied to microgrids and other power 
distribution systems.

thillainathan is supervised by assoc prof dipti 
Srinivasan.

contact reSiStance reduction and optimiSation
koh Shao-ming, a phd student, received the best Student 
paper award at the 2011 international Symposium on 
vlSi technology, Systems and applications in hsinchu, 
taiwan, in april 2011. his award-winning work, “new 
tellurium implant and Segregation for contact resistance 
reduction and Single metallic Silicide technology  
for independent contact resistance optimization in  
n- and p-finfets”, presented new technology to reduce 
contact resistance and improve the switching speed of 
advanced transistors.

transistors are the basic building blocks of integrated 
circuits, which are pervasively used in almost all 
electronic products, for example, computers, cameras 
and smartphones. miniaturisation of the transistor 
improves the speed of integrated circuits, but recent 
efforts to scale transistor size presented challenges 
related to high off-state leakage current and high 
standby power consumption. to suppress the leakage 
current, transistors can be built on narrow fin-like 
semiconductor structures, enabling the gate electrode 
to exert better electrostatic control of the potential in 
the conducting channel. Such transistors are termed 
multiple-gate transistors, or finfets, and will be 
adopted by the semiconductor industry at the 22 nm 
technology node and beyond.  

as the dimensions of finfets are aggressively reduced, 
challenges associated with high parasitic resistance 
would be encountered. this is an obstacle to achieving 

high drive current or speed in the future. to tackle this 
issue, Shao-ming presented an integration solution 
that employs tellurium segregated platinum metal 
contacts to lower the parasitic resistance in finfets. 
the potential “barrier” for charge carriers to surmount  
at the metal contact-semiconductor interface is reduced, 
leading to significantly reduced parasitic resistances 
and increased drive current in both n- and p-channel 
finfets. this technology shows promise for possible 
adoption in future technology nodes.

Shao-ming is supervised by dr yeo yee-chia and  
assoc prof ganesh Samudra.

koh Shao-ming

thillainathan logenthiran (on the right)
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ece aluMNi faMily day 2011 
held on Saturday, 6 august 2011, the 4th alumni family 
day attracted more than 100 alumni members and their 
families, including prominent alumni such as mr melvin 
low (ceo of eQuvo pte ltd) and ms angie Ng (ceo of 
the institution of engineers, Singapore), to name a few. 
both mr low and ms ng are also chairman and vice-
chairman of the recently formed ece alumni committee, 
whose mission is, in part, to build an alumni network to 
connect peers and link juniors and seniors across the 
years, hence developing business and social links.

the event began with a magic-cum-puppet show for the 
children, who were further entertained by face painting, 
henna art and balloon twisting. a caricature artist was 
also present to draw portraits. 

running in parallel was a guided tour of the department’s 
mechatronics & automation lab and control & 
Simulation lab, with a preview of the latest advances in 
robotics and flight control for unmanned aerial vehicles. 
a new feature in this year’s event was the array of 
poster presentations by phd students, as well as a 
demonstration of an e-soccer game, developed and 
implemented in fpga by undergraduate students.

in his welcome address, head of department prof kc 
chua, encouraged ece alumni to be more involved 
with their alma mater and described various ways 

in which they could contribute to the department. 
mr melvin low then took to the stage to share his 
heartfelt reasons for wanting to give something back 
to the department through his role as chairman of the 
ece alumni committee.

following the two speeches, everyone was treated to 
a sumptuous buffet lunch. a lucky draw, which gave 
many alumni much to cheer about, drew the event to a 
memorable close.

left: mr melvin low giving his heartfelt speech
right: a very happy lucky draw winner

ece gRaduatioN Night 2011
held on 11 July 2011, this annual event (on its second run) 
gathered nearly 200 graduating students, their families as 
well as ece staff members. the students reminisced their 
memorable days in the university and realised they had to bid 
farewell to this phase of their lives. a group of ece3, ece4 
and phd students organised a programme that took us 
down memory lane that night – a nostalgic trip to the good 
old days on campus.

the night began with a welcome address by head of 
department prof chua kee chaing, congratulating 
all graduates and their parents, and encouraging the 
graduates to stay connected with their alma mater. the 
evening’s entertainment started with the exciting “do you 
remember ece?” game, which involved identifying places 
on campus from sections of photographs. the game 
garnered much enthusiastic participation from the audience. 

next, the audience was held spellbound by the dance 
performance of phd student mr ganesh neelakanta iyer, 
who re-enacted a scene in the great epic mahabharata. 
mr Zhang Jiaxi was greeted with thunderous applause 
as he made his entrance and walked the length of 
the lecture theatre playing a medley of songs on the 
accordion. the audience was also mesmerised by two 
artistic performances by our talented staff: prof wk 
choi’s solo guzheng recitals of two chinese folk songs 
and prof marc armand’s electric guitar performance.

the highlight of the night was the ece professors’ creative 
rendition of gaudeamus igitur, a popular song sung at 
university graduation ceremonies. prof liew ah choy 
rewrote the lyrics into a light-hearted composition with a 
strong message to the graduates: now armed with ece 
knowledge, go forth, succeed and remember that you are 
ece and nuS alumni. the finale had everyone on their feet 

singing auld lang Syne, while a montage of past events on 
campus was played, providing a heartwarming conclusion 
to an unforgettable night.

Top left: emcees mr auo wai kit clement and ms tan mei hui; Bottom 
left: after the party; Right: a scene from the great epic mahabharata by 
phd student mr ganesh neelakanta iyer

a creative rendition of gaudeamus igitur, where the professors exhorted 
the graduates to go forth and succeed
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if you have any comments on this issue or would like to contribute an article for subsequent ones, please email to e.connect@nus.edu.sg.

• 3rd ece graduation night 2012
• 5th ece alumni family day 2012
we look forward to welcoming you there.

do look out foR theSe two 
upcoMiNg eveNtS:

NuS ece aluMNi cocktail 
ReceptioN 2012
the nuS ece alumni committee held its first ece alumni 
cocktail reception on 24 february 2012 at benefactors’ 
foyer @ nuS Shaw foundation alumni house (level 2). 
the theme of the event was “celebrating nuS ece’s 
achievement of the 10th best School of ee under QS 
university world rankings”. this was the first event 
organised and sponsored by ece alumni, and it attracted 
nearly 100 attendees, including ece alumni and ece 
staff members. 

mr melvin low, chairman of the nuS ece alumni 
committee, kicked off the celebration. in his welcome 
speech, he shared his excitement for the department’s 
achievement in making it to the top 10 ee schools under 
the QS university world rankings and, in particular, for 
being the first ee school outside of uS/uk to be included 
in the top 10. 

in his speech, head of department prof kc chua 
thanked the ece alumni committee for organising and 
sponsoring this event. he shared that the achievement 
of the department includes the contributions made 
by our alumni as well as the recognition of graduate 
employers. prof chua also encouraged the alumni to 
promote engineering and ee programmes to youths and 
to be engaged in the department’s accreditation process. 

dr Jimmy chen wie ying, the founding professor and 
head of the ee department from 1970 to 1979, also 
attended the event. he received a token of appreciation 
from prof chua in recognition of his outstanding service 
and significant contributions to the department. 

after the speeches, everyone was treated to a buffet, 
topped with free flow of wine and beer. it was a wonderful 
night for all to remember, for it gave our alumni a chance to 
catch up with their former classmates and professors, and 
more importantly, it made everyone present proud to be an 
alumnus and/or staff of nuS ece.

Top left: mr melvin low giving his welcome speech; Bottom left: prof kc 
chua giving his speech; Right: dr Jimmy chen receiving his memento

Top left: the nuS ece alumni committee; Bottom left: buffet spread; 
Right: nuS ece alumni at the benefactors’ foyer
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